
✓ A new Quiz format about the latest celebrity news: 

films, fashion, music and your favorite celebrities. 

✓ 25 minutes, 4 rounds, fast paced and interactive!

✓ Are you an entertainment news expert? 



Round 2: Again, both contestants try to 
solve a picture puzzle. The winner gets 
$10 and control of the round.

The winning contestant chooses a 
category from the grid: Movie, Music, 
Fashion or Celebrity; all featuring 4 
celebrities! Each question is introduced 
by a video item:
- #ThrowBack
- Love Life Lowdown
- Fashion Confession
- Who Said That?
- Best Kept Secrets
- etc.

Each right answer earns $10, and a 
contestant who finishes a full category 
takes an additional $20. But when the 
other contestant guesses the next 
picture puzzle, it’s his or her turn. 
(Maximum of 8 questions)

Round 1: Both contestants try to solve a picture puzzle. Whoever guesses first wins $10 and 

control of the round.

The winner then answers as many short entertainment news questions as possible, receiving $10 

for each right answer, while their opponent attempts to solve another picture puzzle. When the 

opponent guess right, they take control.

Questions are asked using video fragments, music, sound bites, etc. (Maximum of 15 questions)

INCLUDING EXCLUSIVE FOOTAGE FROM THE FCCE LIBRARY

2,500 READY MADE ITEMS AVAILABLE INCLUDING QUESTIONS

➢ Studio based

➢ 2 contestants opposite 

each other

➢ 4 rounds

➢ All questions available

➢ All video items available

Format Kit: Format rights
Software & video items 
Comprehensive production bible 
Production budget 
Full episode for reference 
Accessible consultation by original producers

Round 3: One last time, both contestants try to solve a picture puzzle. The winner scores $10 and 

control of the round.

The winner is allowed to choose a celebrity from the grid, and needs to answer a question about the 

star in each of 4 categories.  Each question is introduced by a video item, music, sound bites, etc.

Every right answer earns $10, and a contestant who finishes all 4 categories about a single celebrity 

takes an additional $20. But in the meantime, when their opponent guesses the next picture puzzle, 

it is his or her turn, and the answer game for the other contestant is interrupted.

Round 4: Double or nothing.

The contestant with the highest score can buy ‘tiles’ of a covered picture. Each tile will cost him 

$10, and uncovering the full picture would be $160. Every tile also gives the contestant one 

additional second to solve the puzzle. If the player wins, they double the amount of money spent. If 

the contestant can’t solve the puzzle in time, their opponent gets to see the picture as well. They 

can also buy extra tiles, and if they guess the picture, they win the money their opponent spent as 

well…

The player with the highest end score is the winner, and goes on to the next episode


